Abstract-The cluster formation in Three Dimensional Wireless Sensor Networks (3D-WSN) give rise to overlapping of signals due to spherical sensing range which leads to information redundancy in the network. To address this problem, we develop a sensing algorithm for 3D-WSN based on dodecahedron topology which we call Three Dimensional Distributed Clustering (3D-DC) algorithm. Using 3D-DC algorithm in 3D-WSN, accurate information extraction appears to be a major challenge due to the environmental noise where a Cluster Head (CH) node gathers and estimates information in each dodecahedron cluster. Hence, to extract precise information in each dodecahedron cluster, we propose Three Dimensional Information Estimation (3D-IE) algorithm. Moreover, Node deployment strategy also plays an important factor to maximize information accuracy in 3D-WSN. In most cases, sensor nodes are deployed deterministically or randomly. But both the deployment scenario are not aware of where to exactly place the sensor nodes to extract more information in terms of accuracy. Therefore, placing nodes in its appropriate positions in 3D-WSN is a challenging task. We propose a Three Dimensional Node Placement (3D-NP) algorithm which can find the possible nodes and their deployment strategy to maximize information accuracy in the network. We perform simulations using MATLAB to validate the 3D-DC, 3D-IE and 3D-NP, algorithms respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [1] have made sufficiently great attention in the field of signal processing and wireless communications. Sensor nodes are made up of MEMS [2] , [3] and smaller in size having low processing speed, generally used for sensing and extracting data in a network. WSN are used in military applications, under water [4] , environmental monitoring [5] , health care applications and many more. Sensor nodes are capable to measure an event features (like temperature, pressure, humidity, etc.). In WSN, a group of sensor nodes perform similar sensing task of an event features (like measuring moisture content of agricultural field, reading temperature of an indoor room, measuring seismic event, detecting event target, detecting fire in a forest etc). An event is defined as a physical occurrence which is measured by groups of sensor nodes in a network. Sensor nodes continuously measure the physical phenomenon of an event and report measured information to the sink node. Sensor nodes does collaborative sensing task in two dimensional [6] - [11] networks, where nodes are deployed in agricultural field, forest, etc. However, WSN can also be applied in three dimensional [16] - [18] space by measuring movement and behavior of birds or insects and fixing sensor nodes with probes in underwater [4] . The information collected by sensor nodes deployed in three dimensional space are generally spatially correlated within a network. Sensor node uses correlated information to form clusters. In a 3D clusters based sensing model [16] , the sensing range of a cluster is considered as sphere. Since the sensing range of clusters are spherical, it creates tessellate (overlapping or gapping) of sensing coverage as shown in Figure 1 . In this figure, three clusters are given namely A, B, C respectively. Each cluster have its own neighboring nodes within its spherical sensing range. As shown in figure, cluster A and B respectively overlaps in its spherical range which leads to increase the bandwidth utilization in 3D network. Moreover, in between cluster's A, B and C respectively, there is a gap (tessellate) among spherical sensing range which leads to poor sensing coverage in 3D networks.
The assessment of information is a major issue in 3D-WSN as sensor nodes have a limitation of having low processing power and have sort communication range. Based upon the statistical knowledge of data [14] , sensor node extract data (with prior knowledge or without prior knowledge of data statistics) from the environment, process it and finally transmits to the Base Station (BS). While extracting data, in some cases sensor networks assume that they have prior knowledge of data statistics (like variance and covariance of sensed data) in the network. But most often, sensor nodes extract data in a regular interval of time without having prior knowledge of data statistics. Thus, sensor nodes extract statistical information from the environment under two scenarios. Firstly, sensor nodes extract information within a network under priori knowledge of statistical information (e.g variance and covariance) of the environment. For example, sensor networks have prior knowledge of variance and covariance of temperature of an indoor room. In WSN, extracting information without having prior knowledge of information statistics is a challenging task in three dimensional space. Hence, in this paper, we focus on extracting information in 3D space without having prior knowledge of signal statistics. Here, sensor nodes observe and sense information dynamically and transmit it to CH node or base station.
Real time sensor data is monitored continuously over temporal and spatial [6] domains, respectively. The information extracted by sensor nodes are generally spatially correlated within a network. As the node density increases, the spatially proximal [12] , [13] observation of correlated information among the nodes also increases in 3D-WSN. Since, spatial information received at the sink node are highly correlated, it increases information redundancy in the network. Hence, it is required to minimized information redundancy in WSNs. Moreover, in each cluster, cluster Head (CH) node calculates a distortion factor [6] - [11] (information accuracy) in 3D space. Distortion factor or information accuracy [8] is defined as the degree of closeness of measured data to its actual sensed data in a network. Data accuracy [6] - [11] models are developed under spatial data correlation. These models calculates a minimum set of sensor nodes which are sufficient to give the desired data accuracy level as achieved by the whole network. Data accuracy can be model under online [14] data extraction to select optimal sensor nodes in the network. Generally, information accuracy is maximized to get accurate information but leads to increase in energy consumption in the network. To balance these, a trade off [10] between information accuracy and energy consumption is built to increase the lifetime of sensor networks. It also selects an optimal sensor nodes, thereby reducing the communication overhead in the network.
In Figure 2 , a 3D space is considered having three coordinates where we are interested to measure the information profile of each sensor node. In this 3D space lets assuming ten sensor nodes are deployed randomly. Out of ten sensor nodes, lets say six sensor nodes have reached the desired maximum information level. Hence node number: 1, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 10 are considered in the network to maximize the information accuracy. The sensor nodes with bellow of that desired information level may have lower information profile. In reality, it may be possible that node id: 1, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 10 are directly put under the sunlight, due to which the signal variance goes above the desired information accuracy level, where as node id: 2, 5, 6 and 9 are placed under the shade of a tree. This may be the reason due to which the signal variance of the sensor nodes are bellow that desired information accuracy level of that specific location. Hence, it may be recommended that nodes with lower information profile in that specific location are added with extra deployed sensor nodes so that a desirable information accuracy can be extracted on that specific location.
To extract accurate information, nodes deployment in 3D-space plays a crucial role in wireless sensor networks. Sensor nodes can be deployed in two ways: (a) It can be deterministically deployed by manually putting it in the sensing field by human effort. But these type of nodes deployment is inefficient in terms of time and cost. (b) It can be randomly deployed in the sensing field by aerial or human effort. But both the procedure, we are not aware of extracting maximum information in a specific location due to exact placement of sensor nodes in 3D wireless sensor networks. Therefore, placement of sensor nodes plays a vital role in terms of maximizing the information accuracy with node placement strategy in wireless sensor networks. In this paper, we consider the application of environmental monitoring to measure temperature data in 3D-WSN. The paper is organized as follows: In section II, we discuss the related works. In section III, we have addressed the problem definitions of our work. In section IV, we describe the mathematical models of 3D-DC, 3D-IE and 3D-NP algorithms respectively. Validations and simulations of the propose work are presented in Section V. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In [28] , author's proposed the confident information coverage model where sensor nodes are deployed such that they cover the entire geographical area in wireless sensor networks. In [29] , author's proposed an optimal node placement patterns based on confident information coverage (CIC) considering the collaboration of sensor information and spatial correlation of physical data. In [30] , author's investigate optimal node placement for long belt coverage in wireless sensor networks. Moreover, in [31] - [35] , authors discussed the information coverage problem implemented in two dimensional wireless sensor networks, but none of the above works illustrate the information coverage problem in three dimensional networks, which is still a open challenge in communication networks. The above literatures, also haven't addressed the information coverage problem, in three dimensional distributed scenario. However, many clustering algorithms [10] - [13] are proposed for WSN in two dimensional space. But none of the work addresses the formation of clusters using jointly sensing nodes in 3D space. In [16] , a 3D spherical based sensing model is proposed, but the model creates tessellate (overlapping or gapping) in between the spherical ranges which utilizes more bandwidth in the network. However, in [17] authors addressed the problem to model the sensing coverage by tessellating polyhedra but lags the formation of cluster in 3D-WSN. Moreover, various data estimation models [6] - [11] , [16] - [18] , are developed with a-prior knowledge of data statistics in two dimensional space and three dimensional space, but none of the works focus on estimating information without having apriori knowledge of information statistics in 3D-WSN. In [6] - [11] , data accuracy models are developed under spatial data correlation. These models calculates a minimum set of sensor nodes which are sufficient to give the desired data accuracy level as achieved by the whole network. Similarly, in [14] , [15] data accuracy model is developed under online data extraction to select optimal sensor nodes in the network. In [10] , a trade off between data accuracy and energy consumption is developed to select an optimal number of sensor nodes, thereby reducing the communication overhead in the network. But none of the works have determine which sensor nodes are to be selected for achieving maximum information accuracy in the network. In the above literature, sensor nodes are either deterministically or randomly deployed in the sensing field to find an optimal set of sensor nodes maintaining a desired information accuracy level. Therefore, It also doesn't explore which sensor nodes are to be selected. Moreover, it doesn't clarifies where exactly is to be place sensor nodes in 3D-space to get maximum information accuracy.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATIONS WITH SPECIFIC USE-CASE
In this section, we emphasize to formulate our problem definitions as follows.
1. Formation of distributed clusters using dodecahedran topology for better sensing coverage is a subject of interest in 3D-WSN: In 3D-WSN, sensing coverage of clusters are generally modelled as spherical topology. But spherical range of clusters form tessellate (overlapping or gaping) space within clusters. This lead to poor sensing coverage (due to space among spherical range of cluster) or more bandwidth utilization (due to overlapping of spherical range of clusters) in 3D-WSN. Moreover deployment of more nodes in the sensing range creates unnecessary data redundancy in 3D-WSN due to spatially correlated data. To overcome this problem, we develop Three Dimensional Distributed Clustering (3D-DC) algorithm using dodecahedron topology as shown in Figure 3 . 2. Information estimation without having priori knowledge of signal statistics (i.e online information estimation) is a challenging task in 3D-WSN: Sensor nodes form distributed clusters in two dimensional space and three dimensional space using spatially correlated data among sensor nodes. Data correlation among sensor nodes have both priori and without priori information statistics (i.e known and unknown variance or covariance) in the network. Using the knowledge of information statistics, information estimation models are developed in two dimensional WSN. Moreover, information estimation with prior knowledge of signal statistics is implemented in 3D-WSN but non of the work emphasize on estimating information without priori knowledge of signal statistics in 3D-WSN. Hence, information estimation in 3D-WSN is a challenging task (e.g estimating accurate information in under-water).
3. To extract maximum information in a sensor network, maximum nodes deployment is necessary for some specific sensing region where sensor signal penetration may be difficult: As discussed in the previous section, sensor nodes can be deployed deterministically and randomly in a sensing field to extract information in a network. But both the deployment scenarios fails to extract accurate information in a network as we are not aware where to place sensor nodes to get more information. To clarify this, lets assume sensor nodes deployment scenario in a forest to sense temperature in a specific sensing region like 3D-space. Throughout the paper, we assume deployment of sensor nodes in a 3D-space to measure temperature as an example. As nodes are deployed randomly, it may be possible that at some sensing region (3D-space), placing more sensor nodes are required to maximize the information. Generally, sensor signal penetration is less in dense forest (tree dominated) region in 3D space. In such region, more number of sensor nodes can be deployed to extract more information. But it is unclear as what exactly the upper bound of sensor nodes to be deployed in such a region to extract adequate information. Here, optimal node placement plays an important role to maximize information accuracy where sensor signal penetration is difficult.
4. Sensor nodes are placed closer to the target event to maximize the information accuracy : We take another scenario, where we deploy sensor nodes closer to the event [6] target to maximize information accuracy in 3D network. Placing sensor nodes closer to the target event may extract more information than placing sensor node far apart from the event.
But it doesn't give any clear idea at what minimum distance, nodes are to be deployed with respect to the target event and by which topology nodes can be deployed to extract more information in a network. It may be possible that placing sensor nodes closer to target event may cause more noise distortion [8] due to signal interference. In this case, a deployment topology in 3D space can be developed by which sensor nodes can be placed with minimum distance with respect to the target event to extract information without noise distortion.
5. We give emphasize on temporal data collection as there may be variation of data collected depending upon the node placement in 3D space: Generally, data collected in a sensor networks have spatio-temporal correlation among them. Some times, it is more important to give emphasise on temporal information than spatial information for node deployment strategy in 3D space. Considering a network scenario in a forest, where a set of sensor nodes are deployed under the shade of dense trees and another set of nodes are placed directly under sunlight. Assuming that both the set of nodes are placed close to each other in the sensing region. Since both set of sensor nodes are closer and collects an event feature (i.e temperature), there is a difference in variation of temporal data collected by them as one set of nodes is placed under shade of tree and other placed directly under sunlight. In this case, we deploy sensor node such that more nodes are to be placed under shade of a tree due to week sensor signal where as less number of sensor nodes are placed directly under sunlight. Still, it is unclear that what is the maximum number (upper bound) of nodes to be placed under shade of a tree and minimum number (lower bound) of nodes to be deployed under sunlight to get information accuracy in a network. Thus optimal deployment of nodes is necessary for this scenario.
6. Consideration may be given to spatial data correlation among sensor nodes to determine minimum number of sensor nodes required to maximize information accuracy: We consider a network scenario, where a set of sensor nodes are close to each other and directly collects data from sunlight in a sensing region. In this case, sensor nodes have almost similar signal variance and therefore, consideration is given to spatial data correlation among sensor nodes in a network. We make use of spatial data correlation among sensor nodes to determine optimal sensor nodes in a network with maximum information accuracy.
IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In this section, we develop the following mathematical basis of our models: firstly, we develop a three dimensional distributed clustering (3D-DC) algorithm in 3D space. Secondly, with in each cluster, we develop three dimensional information estimation (3D-IE) model at CH node of the cluster. 3D-DC and 3D-IE algorithms are the extension of work presented in [16] . Finally, three dimentional node placement (3D-NP) algorithm is developed for the network which maintains a desired information accuracy.
A. Cluster Formation in Three Dimensional Space
Considering a static source event which propagates its signal spherically in 3D space [16] . We ignore the attenuation or propagation delay of signal from the source event. Assuming that the nodes which are within the spherical signal range can only sense the source event. The information extracted by sensor nodes for the source event can be modelled as spatial data correlation using exponential model [19] , [20] given by
where α = 1, α is the smoothness parameter which gives the geometric attributes of the propagated signals, θ is the range parameter which determines the delay of signal w.r.t to distance and d is the distance among the source event to the sensor nodes in 3D space. Using exponential model, we develop the 3D-DC algorithm as follows: Data correlation between source event to number of sensor nodes in 3D space; Data correlation model among sensor nodes; Formation of distributed clusters in 3D space. The 3D-DC is explained in Algorithm 1.
(a). Data correlation between source event to number of sensor nodes in 3D space: We are assuming that a source event s occur in 3D space. The event s propagates its signal spherically in 3D space. The sensor node i which are situated within the effect of spherical range s, can form information correlation among s and node i such that s and i: ρ[s,
for α = 1. We define a threshold value τ e [9] , [10] . The parameters τ e , θ and α are dependent on v e . If τ e increases, V e decreases exponentially [16] with fixed value of θ and α.
(b). Data correlation model among sensor nodes: In second phase of 3D-DC algorithm, we illustrate spatial information correlation among sensor nodes which belongs to the spherical range of source event s. Thus, sensing nodes which occurs Algorithm 1 3D Distributed Clustering Algorithm Require: A source event S occurred and sensor nodes i and j are randomly deployed in a three dimensional space. Returns: Formation of clusters in three dimensional space. 8: Calculate radius of circumscribed sphere of a node as r n 9: Calculate the volume of dodecahedron sensing range of a node as V n . 10: Find spatial information correlation among s i and s j . 11: Define a threshold value τ n such that information is strongly correlated. 12: Calculate circumscribed spherical radius of a node as r n where vertices's of dodecahedron touches the spherical range. 13: Update V n using step 11, where V n ⊆ V e 14: To form clusters in 3D space, assuming set of sensor node
A with dodecahedron sensing range lie within V e . 15: Within sensing range V e , ∀i ∈ A, let E(i) = {j ∈ A : d(i, j) ≤ r n , i = j} where d(i,j) is the euclidian distance between i and j having dodecahedron sensing range. 
r n .
We are interested to find spatial information correlation among dodecahedron sensing range of sensor nodes s i and s j which is given as ρ[s i , . Therefore
where V n ⊆ V e . The size of V n depends upon the value of τ n , θ and α and always V n ≤ V e . For a fixed value of θ and α, if we increase τ n , the size V n decreases exponentially thereby the average number of distributed clusters decreases exponentially within V e [16] .
(c). Formation of distributed clusters in 3D space: In the third phase of 3D-DC algorithm, the sensing nodes co-operate each other to form clusters. In [16] , authors proposed 3D-ESCC algorithm where jointly sensing nodes form clusters having spherical sensing range. The major drawback of 3D-ESCC algorithm is that the spherical range of clusters form tessellate (overlapping or gapping) among different clusters. Hence it is essential to develop a sensing coverage model which can fulfill the gap among two clusters and remove the overlapping of sensing coverage among clusters. To overcome these problems, we propose a sensing model in this paper where sensing coverage of clusters have dodecahedron 1 topology which may overcome the tessellate space among the clusters. For the formation of clusters, each sensor node finds its dodecahedron sensing range according to Algorithm 1 within the source event volume V e . The dodecahedron sensing range of a sensor node having maximum number of neighbouring nodes within its range can form the first cluster. Similarly, the formation of next clusters is considered to have decreasing number of sensor nodes within its dodecahedron sensing range and so on. For example, if a sensor node i form the first cluster having five neighboring sensor nodes within its dodecahedron sensing range then the next sensor node j can form cluster having less than five neighbouring sensor nodes within its dodecahedron sensing range without tessellate in 3D-space. Moreover, if sensor nodes i and j have same number of neighbouring nodes within its dodecahedron sensing ranges, then which form the first cluster is a subject of interest? The question is trivial. In this case, sensor nodes i and j finds the farthest position of neighboring nodes from the centre position of nodes i and j with its dodecahedron sensing range respectively, then it calculates which of the neighboring node is closer to its position i and j nodes respectively. The neighbouring node with minimum distance from the centre 1 Theoretically sensor nodes with uniform dodecahedron sensing range can remove the tessellate space for cluster formation, where as in algorithm 1, we consider that there are tessellate among clusters since they are not uniform in 3D space. position of nodes i and j, can form the first cluster, since closer the sensing node, the information correlation among sensing node increases, the detailed formation of clustering algorithm is explained in Algorithm 1 (step 14 to step 20).
B. Data Estimation in Three Dimensional Space
Initially, we deploy sensor nodes in three dimensional (3D) space. In 3D space, sensor nodes form distributed cluster according to 3D-DC algorithm within V e . Here, we define Three Dimensional Information Estimation (3D-IE) algorithm by adopting 3D-ESCC [16] algorithm and extending the work when CH node of cluster extract information in dynamic condition (without having prior knowledge of information). In each cluster, each sensor node transmits its observed data to its respective CH node of the cluster. In 3D space, each cluster is responsible for estimating single source point event s. Let u i c is the observation done by a cluster C where i denotes the number of cluster formed in 3D space. Hence, observation done by all the clusters is given by
where p is the total number of clusters in 3D space.
We consider a single cluster C, where each sensor node j can sensed the data s j (t) from the source point event s at a time interval t under additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) given by
where k= √ −1, carrier frequency ω = 2πf and m = number of sensing nodes in a cluster C. We denote ∆t as the total time required for signal prorogation from point event source s to each sensor node j of cluster C with distance d given by
where Ω is the velocity of data prorogation in atmospheric medium and λ is the wavelength of data signal [16] .
Data Propagation: For wireless sensor networks, we assume two channels by which sensor data can propagate: sensing channel and communication channel. Since sensor nodes are deployed in three dimensional space, each sensor node can extract data through sensing channel. Once the sensor node extract raw data, they transmits data among the networks through the communication channel. Thus, communication channel is any medium (e.g air, water, space) by which sensor nodes can transmit data among them in a cluster C.
If each sensor node j observed data as v cj (t) = s j (t)e kwt + α j (t) at time interval t, then the observation done by another node l with delay varying time ∆t is given as v c l (t) = s l (t + ∆t)e kω(t+∆t + α l (t) in any medium. According to slow varying [16] , [21] data signal, we consider s(t + ∆t) ∼ = s(t). Hence, in a cluster C, each node observed data as
We conclude that data prorogation from node j with observation u cj is delayed with ∆t with observation v c l within a cluster C. In a cluster C, the data received by each sensor nodes are converted to baseband. This makes the carrier signal e −kwt to be vanished. Considering the qth count of observations done by sensor node at time t is given as
We describe a linear model using Gauss-Markov Theorem [21] , at each CH node of cluster given by
where
We define L as a m × 1 vector of sensor nodes locations, s(t) is the actual source event to be estimated at time t, Ψ(t) in a additive with gaussian noise at time t with zero mean and covariance Λ. We are interested to find how much accurate information, we can extract at CH node of a cluster under noisy environment. Thus, we formulate an estimator using mean square error [21] represented as
We constructŝ(t) using best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) asŝ(t) =
. We assume that sensor nodes extract reliable information under additive white gaussian noise which is uncorrelated with s with zero mean and form covariance matrix Λ = σ 2 ni I. Finally, m sensor nodes in cluster are extracting accurate information at CH node under noisy correlation given aŝ
To get the normalized information at the CH node of a cluster, we modify
(8) To get the normalized information at CH node of a cluster, we modify [4] as; Cov[s,
The d s,si is defined as d s,si = s − s j as euclidian distance among source s to number of node i in a cluster. Similarly, d si,sj is given as d si,sj = s i − s j as euclidian distance among nodes i and j at time interval time t. σ 2 si is the signal variance extended by sensor nodes i and j at time interval t. Finally, we calculate the information accuracy using 3D-IE in a CH node of cluster using known signal statistics given as
Case study when nodes fails to operate in 3D networks: In 3D space, it may be possible that any of the nodes in network fails to operate due to environmental conditions [16] . In such situation, information accuracy may degrade. To overcome this problem, data prediction can be done for that specific node failure in the 3D space. Assuming there are O sensor nodes within sensing range V e which maximizes the information accuracy with locations at L 1 , L 2 , . . L O . The sensor observation done by nodes can be expressed as s(
. L n where the coordinates of sensor positions are known. Hence, in a 3D space, the sensor observation considered to predict information s(L)dL represented as
where χ is an unknown factor and I(L) is intrinsically stationary, IS [23] . Taking into consideration (10) for specific location Z 0 in 3D space, our aim is to find unobserved information values
is defined as the average of the observed information extracted by O sensor nodes in 3D space aŝ
where n + m = O. Using minimum minimum mean square, we design the predictor as
To get better estimation of predicted information, we normalized the information as
is the normalized form of predictor which predicts information for sensor node within the sensing range V e .
C. Node Placement in 3D Networks
In this subsection, we are interested to find which nodes are to be selected to maximize information estimation within the sensing range V e . Hence, we propose three dimensional Node Placement (3D-NP) algorithm, which can find an optimal nodes using global optimization problem [24] - [27] in 3D space. Using 3D-NP algorithm each node position is search in the geographical location which actually maximizes information accuracy in the network. Hence, the goal is to maximize information in that specific location to be searched where a set of sensor nodes collaboratively does the operation. In some cases, sensor nodes placed in 3D network doesn't have prior knowledge of location where the information is maximized and which sensor nodes are to be selected for maximizing the information. It may be possible that sensor nodes have prior knowledge about its locations where the information can be maximized. For example, sensor nodes placed directly under sunlight gains more information accuracy than the nodes placed under a dense forest area. Hence, the effective strategy is to find the sensor nodes which are placed in such a location where the information accuracy may be more (i.e nodes placed directly under sunlight). In this optimization problem, each sensor node have a searching space. Hence, in 3D space each node have a cost value which are calculated using a cost function which is to be optimized. For this optimization problem, sensor nodes does the searching operation by updating its iterations. In each iteration, each node signal variance is updated by the following two best signal variances. The first variance of cost value we called σ 2 b . Another signal variance is tracked using the optimization problem obtained by any sensor nodes within the whole 3D network. The best signal variance is called the global variance (σ 2 gb ). The sensor nodes participated in the whole 3D network within its neighbouring nodes, we assume the best variance is the local signal variance (σ 2 l ) in the network. After finding the two best signal variances, sensor node updates its signal variance to maximize information accuracy in its location [24] as following.
where I A is the information accuracy of sensor nodes, σ 2 p is the present signal variance of sensor node and φ 1 , φ 2 are the adaptation factor to learn signal variance w.r.t to time. 3D-NP algorithm is summarize as follows in Algorithm 2. 10: Calculate the maximum information accuracy using (14) 11: Update the position of sensor nodes using (15) in 3D space 12: End Thus a set of sensor nodes can be selected with in a 3D network which maximizes information accuracy using 3D-NP algorithm.
V. SIMULATIONS AND VALIDATIONS
In this section, we validate 3D-DC, 3D-IE and 3D-NP algorithms respectively by taking sensor data from Intel Berkeley Research Lab [22] . We consider 54 Mica2Dot sensor nodes which are deployed in three dimensional space to collect temperature data in the network. In our simulations, 54 sensor nodes collects 800 observations done on 28th February 2004.
In the first simulation setup, our goal is to form clusters using 3D-DC algorithm in 3D space. We assume that source event occurs in 3D-space such that it propagates its signal spherically where the volume of spherical event sensing range is V e . The sensor nodes which lies within this range V e are able to extract the source event observations in 3D space. Within V e , sensor nodes form clusters using 3D-DC algorithm having dodecahedron topology. The circumscribed spherical sensing range of radius of a node is given by r n ≤ θ log according to Algorithm 1. In our simulations, we consider τ n = 0.85 where 0 < τ ≤ 1, θ = 30, α = 1 to calculate the radius of the dodecahedron clustered topology. The sensing coverage radius of each node is assumed to be 6 mts. We capture the 3D coordinates of each node in TABLE I. We assume all the sensor nodes falls within V e form a cluster. According to Algorithm 1, 3D-DC algorithm creates distributed clusters in 3D space. In TABLE II, seven dodecahedron clusters are formed using 3D-IE algorithm. Each dodecahedron cluster have a CH node with its associate neighboring sensor nodes. In each dodecahedron cluster, neighboring sensor nodes collaboratively transmits sensor data to its respective fusion node where fusion node estimates information accuracy for that cluster. From Table I , it is clear that the sensor nodes which are close to each other can form clusters as shown in TABLE II, based on their 3D coordinates. For example, in Table II , the cluster number III have fusion node 47 along-with associate nodes 5,6,12,28,32,38 who's 3D coordinates are almost close to each other illustrated in TABLE I, Therefore, they form cluster. Similarly, cluster number VI, consists of only a single fusion node id-16 who's coordinates are x = 9.612, y = 9.591, z = 9.373. The coordinates of node id-16 is approximately far way from other nodes. Hence, no sensor nodes are associated with node id-16. In Table  II , we compare our information accuracy done using 3D-IE algorithm with the existing models [6] , [7] , [8] , [11] . Result shows that 3D-IE algorithm does better estimation compared to existing models at the CH node of each dodecahedron cluster. In cluster number VI and VII, the fusion node id-16 & 11 shows information accuracy still they are not associated with other nodes due to the effect of sensing coverage from nearby clusters. Moreover, the table shows that the information accuracy achieved by cluster number VI is much lesser than other cluster as it has no associated nodes whereas cluster VII have somehow more information accuracy due to sensing effect of other clusters.
In the second simulation setup, we are interested to find the node placement strategy of sensor nodes using 3D-NP algorithm. We assume that all the 54 sensor nodes are with in the sensing range V e . To achieve this goal, we need to perform the experiments under spatio-temporal effects of information accuracy. To validate the information correlation among sensor nodes in 3D space, we simulate to identify the sensor nodes which can maximize information accuracy in 3D space. This means, the sensor nodes that have more signal variance and covariance can be selected in the network. A cost function is calculated for node deployment scenario which perform the information accuracy level for the dedicated 3D networks. Moreover, we validate the temporal information correlation among sensor nodes in 3D space. 3D-NP algorithm searches for the nodes which maximizes information accuracy w.r.t to time using the cost function. As the time progresses, the cost function have temporal effect on the 3D network, as it reaches a saturation level after certain duration. In Figure 4 , the sensor nodes having higher cost function are being selected from 54 nodes, which actually maximize the information accuracy in the network. The nodes with higher cost function have more signal variances and covariances, where as nodes having lower cost function have less variances and covariances. For example, sensor nodes deployed directly under sunlight have higher cost function w.r.t to nodes deployed under shade of trees, still they are placed under same geographical region. Here in the tree dominated sensing region, the cost function is low. To maximize information accuracy in such tree dominated sensing region, it is recommended to put more nodes to maximize the information accuracy. Therefore, the sensor node ids: 1 to 23 and node ids: 33 to 47 are selected, considering a benchmark of minimum cost function threshold value of 5. Above this benchmark, nodes have higher variances and covariances values and are selected for maximizing informa- Figure 4 , out of 54 sensor nodes, 37 sensor nodes are selected to maximize information accuracy. In Figure 5 , the cost function achieves a desired information accuracy level as the number of sensor nodes increases. Cost function shows that approximately 38 sensor nodes are sufficient to give a desirable information accuracy as validated by Figure 4 .
In Figure 6 , cost function searches for the nodes having maximum information accuracy with respect to time (or number of rounds). We perform 300 rounds to select the nodes (as given in Figure 4) , which have higher variances or covariances of signal above a desired benchmark threshold value. Similarly, in Figure 7 , the cost function achieves a saturation level as the time progresses. This means, transmitting more number of data packet to the sink node doesn't give extra advantage over cost function. Since, it has temporal effect on 3D networks, transmitting a subset of information is sufficient to achieve the desired information accuracy as number of round increases. A sensing model for 3D-WSN based dodecahedron topology called 3D-DC algorithm is developed to form cluster, where there is no tessellate space among them. In each dodecahedron cluster, Cluster Head (CH) node extracts accurate estimates of information using Three Dimensional Information Estimation (3D-IE) algorithm. Moreover, node deployment is an important factor to maximize information accuracy in 3D-WSN. We consider node deployment scenario using 3D-NP algorithm which can find an optimal way of placing sensor nodes in a sensing field to extract maximum information accuracy in the network. We validate 3D-NP algorithm using simulation results. 3D-DC, 3D-IE and 3D-NP algorithms may reduce communication overhead and energy consumption in sensor networks.
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